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Executive Summary
With the aim to appraise the impact against defined KPIs, comparing “as is/ex-ante” and “to
be/ex-post” situation, D6.3 assessed the impact of LLs implementation by means of the
definitive list of 34 KPIs (10 for LL1, 11 for LL2 and 13 for LL3) for which both data on baseline
values and ex-post information have been gathered. This has been carried out by relying on:



Inputs provided by the Living Labs
A common methodology to assess socio-economic and environmental impacts.

Through an interactive process between partners responsible of LLs/use cases and Clusters
2.0 team in charge of evaluation, the consolidated list of 34 KPIs has been elaborated. A
constant interrelation has then assured that the selected indicators were corroborated by data
collected or estimated. Consequently, the indicators identified differ from those reported in the
DoA:




in the case the measurement of “primitive” indicators revealed to be hardly feasible;
or
in case targets had to be reconsidered; or
in case the follow-up of LL activities suggested the identification of additional
indicators.

Hence, even if they encountered some changes and adjustments during the project lifetime,
all LLs have mostly achieved the set targets. In particular, LL1 satisfied the 60% of the total
targets defined at the beginning of the project; LL2 reached even the 91% of fixed goals, while
LL3 got a percentage of 85%.
Finally, from a horizontal perspective, it can be stated that the different project challenges
have been tackled in a positive way by all three LLs. In particular, concerning the need for well
coordinate terminals and hubs, thanks to a cluster community system (LL1), connectivity and
visibility of intermodal services in place have been improved. As a result, only 1% of
unexpected delays in the rail connection Bologna-Piacenza has been registered. Moreover,
since the connection considered is part of an international route (Italy-Belgium-UK/Ireland) in
a longer timeframe the objective is to influence also the upstream delays.
Secondly, all LLs have contribute to the need of freight consolidation and bundling increase
by also fostering an improvement of door-to-door logistics performance. In particular,
collaboration and community building among clusters have been increased thanks to the
success gained by massification workshops. Additionally, a more efficient goods handling so
stimulating multi-modal transport solutions has been achieved thanks to a significant
optimization of time for pallet transfer (-73,3% time saved for cross-docking).
With the aim to overcome barriers preventing the use of multimodal solutions the visibility on
existing transport flows has been improved by involving shippers and other stakeholders in
the test of the Quick Check Tool. Furthermore, intermodal shift potential resulted to exist for
different lanes and corridors (e.g. 60% of potential intermodal shift identified during the XIntermodal tests on 4 national and international lanes). Finally, outcomes such as the bundling
time saved at Consolidation Center for intermodal transportation and the horizontal shift
system allowing doing intermodal “everywhere” demonstrated the Clusters 2.0 contribution to
increase multimodal solutions implementation.
If considering the challenge to cover the existing gaps between standard transport units the
NMLU concept has shown significant results in terms of reducing time required for terminal
Clusters 2.0
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operations and waiting time in terminals (more than 30% of time saved in truck
Loading/unloading at warehouse by using either pallet NMLU or bottom NMLU).
Finally, an increase management capacity of terminals and hubs has been possible thanks to
the implementation of the Slot Booking App through which the efficiency performance of
ground handler has increased (52 min vs. more than 1 hour) while the waiting time of freight
forwarders decreased (-45 min). At the same time, a more efficient goods handling has been
demonstrated thanks to the introduction of the NMLU, which allowed for a significant decrease
in handling time at the warehouse (-80% NMLU plate) and picking time for unit loading (12,5%).

.
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2 The adopted methodology
The ability to evaluate impacts generated by Clusters 2.0 innovations through the three
different and complementary Living Labs has been the critical aspect on which during the
project implementation WP6 activities have been focused on.
With this aim, the methodology was designed around three main elements:
1. Process analysis, assessing how the works are performed in each activity and
identifying the key technical factors (e.g. operational timing and cycles, effort
consumption, etc.) affected by introduced changes;
2. Outcome measurement, outlining objective methods for collecting, analyzing and
validating measurements of selected quantitative and qualitative indicators as well as
defining thresholds and normalization procedures allowing effective comparison for
composite indicators;
3. Observational system: defining actors affected by environmental, logistics, economic
and socio-economic effects brought by the project and its components.
The first level of evaluation has to be considered as a vertical assessment to analyze
operational performances measures in each Living Lab. This in order to perform an in-depth
investigation of impacts produced at each Living Lab considering also the peculiar context in
which the activities have been implemented, the objectives against which impacts are
measured and target user groups considered. As a second level, the focus has to be put on
Clusters 2.0 innovation challenges through a horizontal assessment embracing cluster
collaboration (WP2), optimized network services (WP3) and new loading units and related
handling operations (WP4), for evaluating direct indicators involved in these project activities.
Finally, a strategic assessment is needed to combine all achieved results abstracting up to an
environmental and socio-economic evaluation analysis, which is developed with D6.4.
The identification and calculation of KPIs for each LL has been carried out with the aim to
embrace all evaluation levels, provided that KPIs:




Allow the measurement of the technical performance of Clusters 2.0 innovations
tested in LLs and corresponding use cases;
Enable the assessment of impact against the common challenges, through impact
indicators derived from the performance assessment;
Enable the strategic assessment being the basis – at LL scope – for a wider strategic
assessment.

Set-up of the evaluation process with Living Labs
For the purposes of the evaluation plan, each Living Lab has been guided in a process aimed
at providing:



The description of the use cases and related events foreseen in the Living Labs,
including the overall goal and ambition, partners involved and their specific
motivations (to be done through the above-mentioned scoping documents).
The list of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) measuring and assessing the
outcomes achieved in relation to the implemented solutions.

Moreover, the selected KPIs have to comply with the following criteria:

Clusters 2.0
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Relevance: each indicator must be an assessment criterion, in order to have a
significant importance for the evaluation process for the selected event to be
quantified/assessed.
Completeness: the set of indicators must consider all aspects of the system/concept
under evaluation.
Availability: check if the indicator is existing on the ground and can be retrieved.
Measurability: the identified indicators are structured in their definition/formula and can
be measured objectively or subjectively.
Reliability: indicators must be clear in their definition, easy to be aggregated and their
measurements accurate.
Familiarity: the indicators must be intuitive and easy to understand.
Non-redundancy: indicators should not measure the same aspect of other indicators.
Independence: small changes in the measurements of an indicator should not impact
preferences assigned to other indicators of the evaluation framework.

Impact evaluation
The objective of the impact evaluation is to carry out a quantified assessment of direct effects
of Clusters 2.0 solutions implemented in the Living Labs in terms of physical performance (i.e.
the effectiveness of Clusters 2.0 innovations in improving logistic operations), and effects on
the transport/logistics chain, the economy/competitiveness and environment.
For this, relevant indicators have been determined both to describe important characteristics
of the baseline situation and to allow their measurement or estimation both before and after the
implementation (i.e. the running phase of LLs). Evaluation of impacts is in fact in the first place
targeted at the question whether the specific objectives connected with the cluster
organisations and logistics stakeholders’ needs have been achieved (or potentially will be
achieved).
Since the impact evaluation aims at providing a quantified assessment of direct effects of the
Clusters 2.0 solutions within transport, environment, economy and society, the following
evaluation areas have been considered:




Transport: improved efficiency and reliability of freight transport.
Economy: lower costs.
Environment: reduced energy consumption, emissions and congestion, and traffic shift
to non-road modes.

In this framework, when assessing interchange performance, it is important to keep in mind
the outputs and the outcomes resulting from Clusters 2.0: the outputs are physical appearance
of the activities, while the outcomes are the measurable or perceived impacts that such a
physical appearance have. Impact evaluation is all about data collection. Data feeds the
analysis and provides information about indicators.
Depending of the type of information that needs to be collected according to the indicators in
question, different methods of data collection (measurement) have been considered:
a) Direct measurement using specific software and/or simulation tools;
b) Direct observation or recording of events within the Living Lab;
c) Surveys by:
– Questionnaire
– Interviews
– Diary completion
Clusters 2.0
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d) Collection from historical records;
e) Use of focus groups and stakeholder meetings

Then, through an interactive process between partners responsible of LLs/use cases and
Clusters 2.0 team in charge of evaluation, the consolidated list of 34 KPIs has been
elaborated. A constant interrelation has then assured that the selected indicators have been
corroborated by data collected or estimated.

Clusters 2.0
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3 Living Lab 1: Cluster Community System
The implementation of LL1
Terminals operating in one region are typically working independently from other terminals
without joint management tools that could improve overall performance and provide smart
specialized services as a cluster of hubs. There is a need for well-coordinated Terminals and
Hubs, including smart specialization of operations, to maximise throughput, while keeping
neutral local environmental impacts, and establishing value added services (e.g. co-packing
and shipment consolidation, late product differentiation, assembling and testing, logistics
process tracking, vehicle load factor optimisation, last mile optimisation and connections with
cities, single booking window).
In Clusters 2.0, Cluster Community System (CluCS) objective was to be an IT platform
supporting the governance and the smoothening of operations within a cluster through the
efficient management of information. This started from the cargo flows and assets
management at PTN (Proximity Terminal Network) level and then was blown up to the
surrounding logistics hubs, especially ports, thus configuring the Cluster. The exploitation of
CluCS capabilities would allow a coordinated management of multiple hubs with different
specializations, creating synergies and linking the cluster itself to different TEN-T corridors.
Indeed, CluCS is a unique and first attempt to establish coordination and collaboration
between neighbouring and regional terminals on the one side and bundling cargo under
coordinated processes on the other side. CluCS aimed also to transfer methods and research
results as developed in the context of Port Community Systems (PCS) towards a cluster
context.
CluCS provides full visibility and operations management capabilities in all the terminals in a
certain cluster functioning as connector between the different sub-systems. It enables
integrated management of the available resources in the cluster and the synchronization of
the operations. The approach was to connect: i) The Proximity Terminal Network (PTN) i.e
main regional terminals (Interporto Bologna, Parma and Marzaglia) and ii) The Cluster of the
PTN, including the influential Ports (Trieste), thus connecting: Road, Rail, Sea. CluCS aimed
at optimizing the functioning of the PTN within the Cluster. Hence CluCS contributed to
enhance efficiency and competitiveness for the logistics actors operating in the region.

Figure 1 – CluCS basic functional rationale

During the evolution of the Living Lab, different stakeholders have been involved in CluCS,
like for example GTS, a leading company in Italy and Europe in intermodal transport, and EMT
(Europa Multipurpose Terminal) Trieste, a member of Yalova Ro-Ro Terminals AS group. This
Clusters 2.0
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allowed gathering from different stakeholders their feedback regarding new requirements
considered important together with their business needs. As a result, a partial re-design of the
solution has been required to optimise its functionalities. To this end, a collaboration with TPA
(Trieste Port Authority) Sinfomar Port Community System has been put in place to include a
pre-arrival integrated notice functionality for speeding up train related processes.
In particular, when talking about the free slot booking, reference is made to entire scheduled
trains for a specific route where there are free slots that the MTO (Multi-modal Transport
Operator) can make available because they have not been sold yet to shippers. It is a kind of
marketplace of the available slots in order to move goods. Therefore, the freight transport
service can be configured for a D2D (Door to Door) delivery (besides rail transport, it also
includes initial and final path by road transport) or a T2T (Terminal to Terminal) delivery (the
sale of the transport service by rail to the shipper). The data uploading on CluCS by MTO
occurs through messages sent in M2M modality (Machine to Machine Communication), so
having direct communication between devices using any communications channel, including
wired and wireless, or through web interface. The shippers then check the availability of free
slot through the acquisition of messages in M2M modality or through web interface. The
integration with Trieste EMT made possible for CluCS to include also the vessel booking with
arrival by road.
During the project implementation, some changes occurred in the Living Lab 2 (mainly related
to the Massification aspect). Consequently, the service planning and coordination foreseen
with Nallian Data Platform have been revised since CluCS would have not communicated with
CargoStream platform anymore. It was then decided to connect CluCS to PTV X-Intermodal
data manager platform, so allowing Bologna-Trieste users to interact with a network of other
clusters at European level, all aggregated in such a platform, and in doing so also improving
the organization of cargo flows to and from destinations outside the cluster. So far, XIntermodal remains an external component to CluCS, however, it could be activated a potential
bilateral flow between the two platforms through which CluCS may receive data from XIntermodal if X-Intermodal adopts CluCS Access Point technology. This potential integration
will benefit both platforms: on the one side X-Intermodal will allow CluCS to have more visibility
intra and extra-Cluster, while on the other side, CluCS will give the possibility to X-Intermodal
users not only to find the best transport solution, but also to have updated information and to
book and monitor different solutions.

Impact evaluation: KPIs for LL1
The following table describes the KPIs relevant for LL1, concerning defined actions and scope.
Values of the main part of KPIs have been surveyed in annual terminal and port statistics
together with direct surveys of data related to the use case by partners involved. Some KPIs
needed interview surveys to be assessed. As concerns calculations which needs standard
unit figures such as CO2 emissions, relevant values from literature have been used. It is worth
noting that the baseline value is null when the indicator improvements in terms of percentage
against the baseline are reported.
The consolidation of KPIs, which has followed an iterative process between LL1 responsible
partners and WP6, has brought some changes in the final list of indicators. In particular, the
following modifications have been made with respect to the original indicators list:




LL1-4 indicator now deals only with CO2 emissions as the energy consumption on
current freight transport activities resulted to be difficult to measure.
LL1-7 indicator has been modified and now considers the delay per train instead of the
decrease of waiting time for trucks.
LL1-9 indicator has been deleted as a consequence of LL2 rescoping.

Clusters 2.0
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LL1-11 indicator has been slightly changed since now assess the unexpected delays
in delivering the same unit in door-to-door selected connections instead of the
decrease of unexpected delays

Clusters 2.0
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Table 1: KPIs for LL1

Impact area

Increased added
value of hubs,
integrating
manufacturing and
sharing resources
to create logistics
clusters with a
much higher impact
on local
economies.

Impact target

Indicator

Increase by
50%
the freight
handled
in the cluster
terminals with
current
infrastructure,
thanks to
improved
coordination
and
smart
specialisation.

LL1-1
Additional
freight traffic
attracted by
Bologna-Trieste
Cluster.

Double the
activities
increasing
value- added of
logistics
operations
performed in
the hubs,
including
integration with
manufacturing
through

LL1-2
Additional
single wagon
traffic managed
by Cluster
terminals.

Clusters 2.0

Baseline
value

643,000
tons

6,000

Target

+30%

+50%

Achieved target

Measurement
method

+6%

Tonnes (or TEU) of
freight transported
between Cluster
terminals and from/to
Cluster terminals per
year.
Data available in
annual terminal/port
statistics.

+8%

Single wagons
transported between
Cluster terminals and
from/to Cluster
terminals per year.
Data available in
annual terminal
statistics.

Notes
Tons of freight
transported
between Piacenza
and Bologna
terminal.
The volumes
transported by GTS
between the 2
cluster's terminals
increased in 2019.
It was not possible
to reach the target
value due to the
fact that the
increasing of
frequency of the rail
connections
between the 2
nodes started in
2020, thus with a
postponement
compared to the
original plans.
Single wagons
transported
between Piacenza
and Bologna
terminal per year.
The number of
railway wagons
transported
between the 2
cluster's terminals
increased in 2019.
It was not possible

15
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Impact area

Impact target

Indicator

Baseline
value

Target

Achieved target

Measurement
method

production
operations
made in cluster
terminals.

LL1-3 Activities
implemented by
terminal
operators to
manage PTN
and related ICT
solutions.

Less congestion,
energy, emissions,
carbon footprint,
noise and land-use

Decrease by
30% of energy
consumption
and emissions
in door-to-door
selected
connections
centered on
cluster
terminals
(CO2/tonne-km

LL1-4
Emissions
saved on
current freight
transport
activities.

Clusters 2.0

4
employees
who work
1,800 hours
per year

19,141 tons

+10%

-10%

+12,5%

FTE (or working
hours) per year
employed in activities
to PTN management
and related ICT
solutions
Direct survey by PTN
infrastructure
managers.

-24,8%

Based on traffic
shifted from road to
rail and road traffic
avoided (e.g. due to
the implementation of
milk-run systems
implemented through
the CluCS:
CO2 emissions
[Tonne/year] =
transport volume by

Notes
to reach the target
value because the
increasing of
frequency of the rail
connections
between the 2
nodes started in
2020, thus with a
postponement
compared to the
original plans.
The number of
employees
dedicated to IT
management
increased thanks to
the growing
attention dedicated
by the company to
integrate and
optimize the
different solutions
together in relation
to PTN
management

CO2 emissions
saved

16
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Impact area

Impact target

Indicator

Baseline
value

Target

Achieved target

and
kW/tonne-km).

Increase of
freight
handled per
surface
unit in terminals
by
20%
(Tonnes/sq.m/y
ear).

LL1-5 Increase
of freight
handled per
surface unit in
terminals.

LL1-6
Increased
exploitation of
terminal
surface.

Clusters 2.0

2,6 tons x
sq.mt. per
year in
2018

40%

+20%

+20%

+16,3%

+5%

Measurement
method
transport mode
[km/year] x average
transport distance by
transport mode [km]
x default CO2 emission factor per
tonne-km by
transport mode
[Tonne/km].
Social Accountability
Report Interporto
S.p.A.

Notes

Tonnes per square
meters per year
handled at Interporto
Bologna terminal
Direct survey by IBI

648,000 tons
handled per year /
246,000 sq.mt.
terminal total
surface in 2018
The total volumes
handled in 2019
have been:
753.856 tons

Measured by
recording the used
surface on total
surface rate at
Interporto Bologna
against the baseline.
% used sq.mt.
surface / Total sq.mt.
surface in the
terminal
Direct survey by IBI

In Interporto
Bologna there are 3
railway terminals,
which have 2
storage areas: A.
38,000 sq.mt. ; B.
42,000 sq.mt. So,
the total storage
surface in the
terminal is 80,000
sq.mt. The average
used storage area
per year is 31,000
sq.mt. which is

17
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Impact area

Improved door-todoor logistics
performance
(faster, cheaper
and more reliable)

Impact target

20% decrease
of time required
for terminal
operations and
waiting time in
terminals.

Indicator

LL1-7 Delay
per train

Clusters 2.0

Baseline
value

Delay per
train:
BolognaPiacenza
terminal
gate: 1%

Target

0%

Achieved target

1%

Measurement
method

Measured by
surveying the
percentage of delay
per train at BolognaPiacenza terminal
gate in a selected
timeframe (e.g.
average of one day,
against the baseline)
or by interview
survey. Delay min x
train Direct survey by
Cluster infrastructure
managers

Notes
40% of the total
storage area.
The average use of
the terminal
storage are in 2019
is nearly 35.000
sq.mt. equal to
45% of the total.
Thus the increase
over 2018 is +5%
The rail connection
Bologna - Piacenza
is part of an
international
connection
between Italy Belgium UK/Ireland. Being
an international
long transport, it is
subject to upstream
delays, thus it is
was difficult to
improve this KPI in
the given
timeframe.
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Impact area

Impact target

20% decrease
of End-to-End
logistics costs.

Increased intermodality and higher
resilience of the
transport system

Increase
intermodal split
in door-to-door
selected
connections
centered on
cluster
terminals by
50% (Tonne
transported by
intermodal /
Total Tonne)
vs. baseline
scenario.

Indicator

Baseline
value

LL1-8
Decrease of
end-to-end
logistics costs
on specific
services.

Average
cost of GTS
end-to-end
transport/lo
gistics
service in
PTN
terminals:
800 €

LL1-10
Intermodally
managed
freight in the
cluster.

Freight
volume
handled per
year (2018)
by road
transport
mode:
12,738,000
tonnes;
Freight
volume
handled per
year (2018)
by rail
transport
mode:

Clusters 2.0

Target

-20%

+30%

Achieved target

Measurement
method

Notes

0%

Assessment of costs
of one selected endto-end
transport/logistics
service (or O/D)
based on Cluster
terminals, against the
baseline. € x end-toend service.
Assessment by
Cluster infrastructure
managers made via
specific interview
survey.

Average selling
price of a service
for the final client
for a single box.
Cost for Door2Door
transport/logistics
services in PTN
terminals: 800 EUR
Cost for
Terminal2Terminal
transport service in
PTN terminals: 300
EUR

Freight volume
handled per transport
mode per year at
Bologna Interporto,
against the baseline.
Tonne/year by
transport mode
Direct survey by IBI
on IPBO statistics.

Social
Accountability
Report Interporto
S.p.A.
Road traffic (2019):
13.389.548tons
(+5% compared to
2018)
Rail traffic (2019):
1.492.598 tons
(+25% compared to
2018)

Road traffic: +5%
Rail traffic: +25%

19
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Impact area

Impact target

Decrease to
zero of
unexpected
delays in
delivering the
same unit
(loading unit,
parcel, etc.) in
door-to-door
selected
connections
centered on
cluster
terminals.

Indicator

LL1-11
Unexpected
delays in
delivering the
same unit in
door-to-door
selected
connections.

Clusters 2.0

Baseline
value
1,196,000
tonnes.

Delay per
train
BolognaPiacenza
terminal
gate: 1%

Target

0%

Achieved target

1%

Measurement
method

Notes

Percentage of
unexpected delays in
door-to-door delivery
on selected
connection(s),
against the baseline.
Door-to-door
deliveries delayed
per year / total
deliveries in
unexpected delays
on selected
connection(s).
Assessment by
Cluster infrastructure
managers made via
specific interview
survey.

Direct survey by
GTS (MTO of the
rail connection
between Bologna
and Piacenza
terminal)
infrastructure
managers.
The rail connection
Bologna - Piacenza
is part of an
international
connection
between Italy Belgium UK/Ireland. Being
an international
long transport, it is
subject to upstream
delays, thus it is
was difficult to
improve this KPI in
the given
timeframe.
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Process evaluation: insights gathered from LL1 implementation
During the CluCS testing phase the prompt sale of train slots resulted to be a key element for
both railways companies and MTOs. Moreover, CluCS can provide MTOs with the access to
a wider market meaning that they can have the chance to reach a higher saturation of their
trains by selling their spare capacity (free train slots). Therefore, this use case would be very
useful for promoting a quick information exchange of the published services among MTOs and
shippers. At the same time, it should be kept in mind that operators do not like to publish their
free capacity due to the competition and to the “reputation” they want to retain. Thus, CluCS
needs to evolve by further investigating the possibility of offering its services to the operators
guaranteeing their “anonymity”.
In such a context, it also resulted noticeable the presence of barriers to enter existing business
relationship to optimize or improve consolidated business procedures. It is difficult convincing
LSPs and MTOs to publish their services on CluCS: since they are sceptical in sharing their
data with other supply chain actors also because they already have their trusted shippers.
Secondly, they are afraid of competition. Therefore, it is very important to remind them that
becoming a CluCS node could be a very good opportunity to give more visibility of their offered
services to new customers.
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4 Living Lab 2: Symbiotic Network of Logistics Clusters Living Lab
The implementation of LL2a – Massification Living Lab
Logistics clusters become value creators for the regions where they are formed, where a mix
of good intermodal connections, logistics platforms and large freight volumes are in place.
Examples of logistics clusters (and major hubs) are Zaragoza (PLAZA), Duisburg (Duisport),
Lille (Delta 3 - Euralogistic), Bologna (Interporto), and Piraeus (Port of Piraeus). Once the
logistics cluster is well established, the scale creates a virtuous circle building increasing
availability of intermodal connections and value-added services, among which co-packing, late
product differentiation, vehicle fill optimization and last-mile connections with cities. Time to
market, transportation and handling costs are improved and overall emissions and energy
utilization reduced. Mature logistics clusters represent an asset for their specific region, as
they are growth, employment and competitiveness generators, strengthening economic and
social status.
However, well-established logistics clusters still do not leverage their full potentials in terms of
competitiveness and sustainability for the European industry and society. This is due to the
lack of coordination between the local actors in the cluster since intermodal platforms
frequently operate individually, not providing specialized services, smart and cost effective
last/first mile connection to individual companies (including SMEs) and surrounding cities and
shipper and carriers do not implement advanced collaboration practices.
Moreover, there is not enough connectivity and coordination between European logistics
clusters to maximize the full network potential in between the clusters and related hubs.
Moreover, logistics clusters also need to deal and minimize negative impacts such as
congestion, noise, land use and local pollution.
Furthermore, a hyper connected multi modal logistic network of clusters would improve
transport efficiency, load factors and modal shift, and as such make significant improvements
in resource and asset utilization, providing reliable and sustainable intermodal services and a
higher resiliency to European supply chains.
For freight planners and operators, it is challenging and risky to make decisions about supply
chain collaboration and other related matters to logistics information sharing and assets
management without considering how these choices affect entire logistics and transport
systems. There have been numerous efforts in the past to enhance co-operation on vertical
as well as on horizontal level in order to stimulate a modal shift towards low emission transport
modes. Collaboration enabled by new technological solutions, new logistics paradigm as
provided by the Physical Internet as well as new business models are creating a new business
reality paving the way for well-coordinated and networked logistics clusters.
During the project lifetime, a re-scoping of the Massification Living Lab occurred: It was
decided to focus on community building at the clusters as per the Euralogistic massification
methodology together with the development of the Argusi Quick Check Tool (QCT) to visualize
intermodal opportunities, the collection of the intermodal service offerings for the clusters in
the consortium, and the use of these intermodal offering data in the X-Intermodal tool
developed by PTV.
The decision has been taken by taking into account different aspect. In particular, it is well
known that in order to make the economy more sustainable, a shift from road to rail transport
is needed. Some figures are manifesting that some actions have to be performed in order to
speed up this paradigm change, namely:
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The share of rail transportation has been declining over the last 20 years.
Road transport increased with 40%, rail transport increased with 6%.

However, it is not easy, as some problems and barriers arise in order to generate
collaboration. Some of them are operational, such as the nature of the transported cargo,
packaging and weight. Other problems are of cultural nature, as stakeholders are reluctant to
share data with competitors making the collaboration difficult. Finally, other issues are
technical as there is not enough visibility on rail connections and in transport flows.
In order to tackle these problems and barriers, 3 different paths have been defined in the Living
Lab, namely:
1. Massification workshops in order to stimulate the collaboration.
2. Quick Check Tool in order to improve the visibility on transportation flows.
3. X-Intermodal tool in order to enhance the visibility on rail connections.
The massification workshops
In order to build community across shippers on massification a roadmap is planned. The
general approach is detailed in the below figure, where several meetings are planned for the
community generation.

Figure 2 – Massification workshops approach

In the frame of Clusters 2.0, the first steps have been put in place, with the following objectives:






To energize and influence attendees.
To collect shippers data.
To consolidate the massification map where the data have been consolidated.
To match demand and supply by mapping shippers’ warehouses and involving rail and
LSPs operators serving focused lanes.
To discuss and define a common business model.
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In order to promote the engagement to the massification concept, the workshops attendees1
had then the chance to take advantage from different benefits, such as access to capacity, a
higher service level, transport costs savings, more rail volume, asset utilisation, logistics
schemes optimisation and intermodal network visibility. Moreover, at broader level, the
massification concept could bring less congestion, a sustainable transport, a collaboration in
between stakeholders and a modal shift towards rail transport.
The Quick Check Tool
The Quick Check Tool (QCT) aimed at allowing the user to search for transport synergy
opportunities with other organizations at an aggregated level. To find these opportunities with
the tool, the user starts with giving information on the transportation lane she/he is interested
in. The tool will search for all other transports on this lane. Insights are given into the weights
transported by different organizations and into potential cost and emission savings through
collaboration. When train connections are available on the lane, the tool will show the potential
of these train connections too. The version of the QCT developed during the Clusters 2.0
program aimed to achieve a minimal viable product on which users can give feedback. The
information in this version of the QCT has been based on Eurostat data, not on separate
organization information.
Intermodal tooling – X-Intermodal
X-Intermodal tool has been developed to provide the following functions:
 Visualizing intermodal connections in a WEB GUI.
 Providing a better understanding on intermodal market.
 Providing a quick overview on intermodal lanes, which are often tough to find.
 Calculating and compares alternative routes (road, rail and barge).
 Calculating indicative costs and CO2 emissions.
 Synchronizing all data provided by intermodal operators.
 Simulating intermodal scenarios.
The web-based tool offers a graphical user interface to interact with the X-Intermodal routing
service, which integrates various aspects: routing network, time schedules and the production
cost for all modes of transport in order to optimize the intermodal routing. X-Intermodal server
enables to design an intermodal routing taking various transportation modes into account as
follows:






Deep/Short sea;
Rail;
Road;
Inland Navigation;
Air.

The routing functionality can be used to determine routing alternatives for transport orders with
certain restrictions, e.g. time windows, transport restrictions. Furthermore, a planning
functionality of X-Intermodal can support the assignment of transport orders to transport
alternatives in an optimal way considering concrete given capacities of the network.
Given such futures both tools – the QCT and the X-Intermodal tool – can be used in several
steps of the massification workshops. At the beginning, insight on flows and opportunities can
1

The main categories having attended the workshops have been shippers, terminal operators, rail operators and
society in general.
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be given without collecting shipper specific data. At a later stage, both tools can be used to
show opportunities for specific shippers and lanes.
In the framework of the massification methodology, several workshops have been performed
at different terminals to illustrate and create a community of trust. These workshops have been
carried out by using the same structure, containing the following topics:




a.

the overall concept of Clusters 2.0;
the massification methodology;
active involvement of participants in a discussion on the massification idea;
questionnaires to be filled by participants.
Opportunities

The implementation of Living Lab 2b – Dynamic Airport Cluster
Management Living Lab
From an operational perspective, LL2 was focused on the implementation of a slot booking
tool for air cargo logistics. This service was aiming at creating a visibility solution to allow
different actors in the air cargo supply chain to collaboratively plan, execute and track their
shipments through the Nallian (Clusters 2.0 partner) data sharing platform (i.e. the Slot
Booking application runs on the technology provided by Nallian).
The slot booking application has been realised by following different steps:
1. Explanation of the slot booking application to different stakeholders (e.g. carriers, freight
forwarders, ground handlers and the Airport Authority).
2. Data collection of the slot booking application users.
3. Identification of the optimized slots across different users to derive a preliminary business
model.
4. Live planning and testing of optimized slots in real implementation cases.
5. Appraisal of the outcome of the planned and tested slots and collection of users feedback
to optimise the App and consequently the business rules.
The Slot booking App has been conceived to decrease the waiting time for the freight
forwarders that were complaining about the huge time they have to wait when picking up or
delivering cargo. With the App freight forwarders have then been able to book a slot for freight
pick-up or delivery. Moreover, when arriving at the ground handlings agent, they were able to
skip the queue and be assigned to a gate.
A second advantage created by the App is related to the problem ground handling agents are
facing today, namely the fact that they do not know upfront which forwarder is picking up or
delivering cargo and when. This makes it very hard for them to make a good personnel
planning. Hence, with the introduction of Slot Booking App, ground handling agent can better
predict who will arrive at what moment can optimize the personnel planning. Thus, slots can
be handled quicker since ground handling agents can make their personnel planning based
on the number of slots that are booked.
Finally, waiting time at the ground handling agents costs freight forwarders companies a lot of
money. The introduction of slot booking will generate a cost reduction in the waiting time
because the number of booked slots will be monitored to see if an increase will occur. This
increase in the number of slots will imply that users see added value and reduction in waiting
time costs.
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The Slot Booking application has been developed in order to be a central window to book a
time slot for freight delivery or pick-up. The App then has foreseen three different roles:
1. Booker (freight forwarder): the freight forwarder can request a single or recurrent
timeslot.
2. Supplier (ground handler): the supplier can make time slots for different cargo types
available.
3. Control tower: guarantees the neutrality in the platform.
The figure below describes the benefits that each role can have by using the slot booking
application.

Figure 3 - Roles of Slot Booking application

Slot Booking APP was tested in 4 cycles starting the first one on January 2018 in order to
investigate the impact to different critical aspects raised by stakeholders, namely: the need to
eliminate waiting times for freight forwarders, optimise personnel planning at ground handlers’
facilities, and guarantee transparency along the whole chain. The partners involved in the first
iteration of the Slot Booking application already handle more than 50% of BRUcargo freight.
This led to a second wave in March 2018 in which 7 new freight forwarders joined the
application. After the second go live also a third and fourth was done, bringing the total number
of freight forwarders in the project to 24 and 2 ground handling agents.
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Figure 4 – Numbers of slots booked in Slot booking application during Iteration 1

Every 3 weeks an evaluation meeting was taking place with the involved parties to discuss
operational issues, but more essentially to brainstorm about additional features. An online
questionnaire was also carried out to collect feedback from the stakeholders.
Table 2 – Stakeholders’ feedback from operational issues

Use case

Process

Data collected for evaluation

Freight forwarders complain that
waiting time is very high when they
are picking-up or delivering cargo.
The Slot Booking Application should
decrease this waiting time for the
freight forwarders

Freight forwarders will
book a slot for freight pickup or delivery. When
arriving at the ground
handlings agent they can
skip the queue will be
assigned to a gate.

Data is captured via a
satisfaction survey in the
BRUcargo community. The first
survey showed an average
decrease in waiting time of 3045 minutes per slot

Today, the ground handling agents
do not know upfront which forwarder
is picking up or delivering cargo and
when. This makes it very hard for
them to make a good personnel
planning. With the introduction of
Slot Booking App, ground handling
agents can better predict who will
arrive at what moment and can
optimize their personnel planning.
Therefore, slots can be handled
quicker by the ground handling
agent

Ground handling agents
will make their personnel
planning based on the
number of slots that are
booked so that pick-up
and delivery process can
be done quicker.

Timestaps of the beginning and
ending of the slot are captured
in the Slot Booking application.

Waiting time at the ground handling
costs freight forwarders companies
a lot of money. The introduction of
slot booking will generate a cost
reduction in the waiting time.

The number of booked
slots will be monitored to
see if we can notice an
increase. This increase in
the number of slots will
imply that users see added
value and reduction in the
cost of the waiting times.

Via the satisfaction survey it
was measured that the average
waiting time is decreased with
30-45min per slot. We assume
that the cost reduction will
increase the number of booked
slots. The number of slots
booked can be monitored in the
application itself.
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Table 3 – Slot Booking APP data collection

Use case

Data collected for evaluation

The Slot Booking Application should decrease
this waiting time for the freight forwarders

Data is captured via a satisfaction survey in the
BRUcargo community. The first survey showed an
average decrease in waiting time of 30-45 minutes
per slot

Ground handling agent can better predict who will
arrive at what moment can optimize their
personnel planning. Therefore, slots can be
handled quicker handled by the ground handling
agent
Waiting time at the ground handling agents’ costs
freight forwarders companies a lot of money. The
introduction of slot booking will generate a cost
reduction in the waiting time.

Timestamps of the beginning and ending of the slot
are captured in the Slot Booking application.
Via the satisfaction survey it was measured that the
average waiting time is decreased with 30-45min
per slot. We assume that the cost reduction will
increase the number of booked slots. The number
of slots booked can be monitored in the application
itself.

With the aim to increase both the usage and functionalities of the app and improve the quality
of use a second iteration has been carried out. In this framework it was implemented the
possibility to easily add freight details of import shipments. By doing that the ground handlers
know what cargo will be picked-up. When knowing upfront which cargo the freight forwarder
will collect, the ground handler can take proactive action, and prepare the freight upfront so
leading to a more efficient process. The so-called slot manifest was also added for having all
the information in the same place and an automated caption of timestamps allowing to know
the exact time of arrival of freight forwarder at the ground handler facilities.
The last additional interesting feature has been the possibility for the freight forwarder to book
a slot until 30 minutes before the starting time. With this new slot type, also the urgent
shipments had the possibility to make use of the Slot Booking Application.
A satisfaction survey distributed among freight forwarders indicated that the waiting times have
been reduced by 30-45 minutes on average per slot. This result was also substantiated by an
increase in the numbers of slots booked by freight forwarders.

Number of Booked Slots
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Figure 5 – Numbers of slots booked in Slot Booking application during phase 2

In the third iteration, the App version for mobile was added. Statistics of this feature showed
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that the waiting time of the freight forwarder who have booked a slot was between 0 and 15
minutes in 52% of the cases and between 15 and 30 minutes in 31% of the cases. Moreover,
in the satisfaction survey people indicated that the average waiting time before slot booking
application was over 1 hour. Hence, the results measured based on the data out of the new
feature confirm the average waiting time decrease indicated in the satisfaction survey, namely
between 30 minutes and 45 minutes on average per slot.

Average Waiting Time of Freight
Forwarder at Ground Handling agent
17%
31%

> 30min
0 - 15
min
52%

Figure 6 - Average waiting time from Jan2020 till mid-March 2020 of 5 freight forwarders at the ground
handling agent Aviapartner

KPIs for LL2
The following table describes the KPIs relevant for LL2, which actions and scope – as already
described – have been modified during the project implementation. In particular, the original
scope of KPIs measurements dealing with the network of terminals subject of cooperation
initiatives – via Cargostream and above – has been modified by envisaging:
1.
2.

A massification LL, focused in the intermodality and massification methodology;
A dynamic Airport Cluster Management LL.

More specifically, by the end of 2018 the massification Living Lab was re-scoped by
formulating the following tasks:





Community building at the clusters as per the Euralogistic massification methodology.
Development of the Argusi Quick Check Tool (QCT) to visualize intermodal
opportunities.
Collection of the intermodal service offerings for the clusters in the consortium.
Use of these intermodal offering data in the X-Intermodal tool developed by PTV.

Therefore, the indicators identified differ from those reported in the DoA. In particular, a set of
new KPIs have been added, with the aim to assess the effectiveness of LL2 activities in
stimulating through so-called “massification workshops” the collaboration among
stakeholders, improving the visibility of transport flows by using the Quick Check Tool and
enhancing the visibility on rail connections thanks to the X-Intermodal tool.
Especially, the following indicators have been introduced in place of the ones referring to the
Cargostram platform:


LL2-1 – Massification workshops: number of massification workshops organised for
consortium members and for others.
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LL2-2 – Shippers in massification workshops: number of shippers attending the
massification workshops organised for consortium members and for others.
LL2-3 – Lanes in X-Intermodal Tool: number of lanes in X-Intermodal Tool.
LL2-4 – Users X-Intermodal Tool: number of users of X-Intermodal Tool.
LL2-5 – Users Quick Check Tool: number of users Quick Check Tool (consortium
members and others).
LL2-6 – Connections Made with Other Clusters: number of connections made with
other Clusters.

This is also why the indicator LL2-7 – Cost reduction has been deleted since it was also linked
to Cargostream in terms of calculation method, which was consisting in estimating transport
and logistics costs saved (€/roundtrip) on O/D matched by Cargostream shifted to intermodal
solutions and/or by volume bundling in roundtrips.
Finally, the indicator LL2-10 – Efficiency performance ground handler in terms of average
length of a slot, concerning the Dynamic Airport Cluster Management LL, has been modified
in terms of calculation method, which now consist in a measurement through timestamp
recording during use of Slot Booking app.
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Table 4: KPIs for LL2

Impact area

Impact target

Indicator

LL2-1
Massification
workshops

Baseline
value

Target

Achieved
target

0

5 to partners
2 to others

4 to partners
1 to others

30 in
workshops
for partners
10 in
workshops
for others

Increased intermodality and higher
resilience of the
transport system.

LL2-2 Shippers
in massification

0

40 in
workshops
for partners
16 in
workshops
for others

AND

LL2-3 Lanes in
X-Intermodal
Tool

0

50

31’322

12
consortium
members
10 others
12
consortium
member
10 others

15
consortium
members
3 others
15
consortium
member
0 others

5

2

Sharing resources to
create logistics
clusters with a much
higher impact on
local economies.

Less congestion,
energy, emissions,
carbon footprint,
noise and land-use

LL2-4 Users XIntermodal Tool

Decrease by
30% of energy
consumption
and emissions
in door-to-door
selected

0

LL2-5 Users
Quick Check
Tool

0

LL2-6
Connections
Made With
Other Clusters

0

LL2-8 Reduced
CO2 emission

Clusters 2.0

0%

-5% to -10%

-14,4%

Measurement
method
Number of
massification
workshops organised
for consortium
members and for
others.
Number of shippers
attending the
massification
workshops organised
for consortium
members and for
others.

Notes

Ex-post value: last
update on 1st April
2020

Ex-post value: last
update on 1st April
2020

Number of lanes in XIntermodal Tool.

Ex-post value: last
update on 1st April
2020

Number of users of XIntermodal Tool.

Ex-post value: last
update on 1st April
2020

Number of users Quick
Check Tool
(consortium members
and others).

Ex-post value: last
update on 1st April
2020

Number of
connections Made
With Other Clusters.

Ex-post value: last
update on 1st April
2020

CO2 saved
(TonneCO2/roundtrip)
on Non-platform based
and Cargostream
identified O/D
matches, resulting in

Baseline: 23,393
tCO2
Ex-post: 20,024 tCO2
The actual % resulted
to be lower with
respect to the “full
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Impact area

Impact target

Indicator

Baseline
value

Achieved
target

Target

connections
centered on
cluster
terminals
(CO2/tonne-km
and kW/tonnekm).

LL2-9 Reduced
congestion

Improved
door-todoor
logistics
performance

20% decrease
of time required
for terminal

LL2-10
Efficiency
performance

Clusters 2.0

Measurement
method
volume shifted to
intermodal solutions
and/or bundling in the
same roundtrip.

0%

-5% to -10%

-14,6%

Congestion costs
saved (€/roundtrip) on
Non-platform based
and Cargostream
identified O/D
matches, resulting in
volume shifted to
intermodal solutions
and/or bundling in the
same roundtrip.

> 60 min

< 60 min

52 min

The indicator has been
measured through
timestamp recording

Notes
potential” because the
underlying companies
are not operating as
one company in
practice. So part of
the reduction potential
is lost.
Baseline: 1’756’000€
(compared to
206’113’000€ total
transport costs)
Ex-post: 1’500’000€
(compared to
176’074’000€ total
transport costs)
Values are based on
analyses performed
on the same dataset
as the baseline. In the
analyses, the different
customers within a
case bundle all their
flows.
The actual % resulted
to be lower with
respect to the “full
potential” because the
underlying companies
are not operating as
one company in
practice. So part of
the reduction potential
is lost.
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Impact area

Impact target

Indicator

operations and
waiting time in
terminals.

ground handler.
Average length
of a slot.

LL2-11
Decrease in
waiting time
freight
forwarders

20% decrease
of End-to- End
logistics costs.

LL2-12 Cost
reduction in the
air cargo
supply chain

Clusters 2.0

Baseline
value

0 min

45 € to 90 €
per delivery

Target

-45 min

-45 € per
delivery

Achieved
target

Measurement
method
during use of Slot
Booking app (i.e.
between start and end
time of a slot).

-15 min ÷ 45 min

Average time spent by
trucks waiting at
terminal access and
for cargo loading
operations.
Satisfaction survey
with freight forwarders,
made by ACB

-40 € to -60
€ per
delivery

Average cost reduction
due to waiting time
reduction at terminal
access and for cargo
loading operations.
Satisfaction survey
with freight forwarders,
made by ACB.

Notes

50% of the BRUcargo
community did not
keep an official track
of there waiting times
before the introduction
Slot Booking
Application. 35%
mentioned that
waiting times were on
average between
45min up to more
than one hour.
Therefore the
assessment has been
done by considering
as representative
sample the 35% of
respondents.
This KPI is deducted
from the same survey
used for the LL2-11
KPI.
The baseline value
has been set based
on VIL study which
calculated that 1min
of waiting time equals
1 $.
The savings are
based on the
questionnaire where
people indicated that
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Impact area

Impact target

Indicator

Baseline
value

Target

Achieved
target

Measurement
method

Notes
on average waiting
times have been
decreased and by
considering 60 €
as average cost per
hour for a truck with
driver.

Clusters 2.0
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Process evaluation: insights gathered from LL2 implementation
By taking into consideration the activities aimed at spreading the massification concept among
different stakeholders involved in the process, it resulted that a key aspect to be taken into
account is the difference of role characterising each stakeholders group. In this framework, it
is important on one side to try selecting the most neutral representatives when identifying the
organisation acting as “Cluster owner” during the massification workshops, and on the other
side make sure to involve as many LSPs and Intermodal Operators as possible, since by
engaging them from the beginning also their customers can be easily included.
Another crucial aspect came out to be the need to collaborate and integrate with existing digital
solutions to create scale and avoid investment losses. This also led to the relevance of data
availability.
By focusing on the intermodal aspect – also considering the testing implementation of the XIntermodal tool – it resulted that intermodal potential can support industry and policy makers
to improve intermodal transport. Intermodal shift potential in fact exists for different lanes and
corridors. This has been demonstrated by the results coming from the X-Intermodal tests
carried out by considering 4 corridors, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Piacenza(IT) – Naples (IT)
Segrate (IT) – Bari (IT)
Brescia (IT) – Venice (IT)
Praha (CZ) – Cologne (DE)

Overall, it has been identified an intermodal potential of about 60% that can either be brought
to existing services or to the newly introduced “massification” services. In particular, from the
test instance of X-Intermodal it has been identified that for 2938 lanes (65% of the total), only
trucking options could be selected2, while for 1042 lanes (35% of all lanes) intermodal
alternatives could be feasible.
Hence, it can be stated that there is a significant dependency of the modal shift potential based
on the access to terminals and the available service offered by intermodal operators. In most
cases, terminal access was given within 100km or less driving distance; but no adequate
service offer for intermodal transport for the envisaged trajectory was in place.
Finally, by considering the dynamic airport cluster management part of the LL, it resulted to
be crucial the creation of a good cooperation among different actors involved even if
competitors. Additionally, also a mind change would be needed to make an innovative service
like the Slot Booking App operative; in this particular case, for example, it was necessary to
convince people to use a digital tool instead of a paper-based process for booking slots.

2

Based on the available scheduled data.
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5 Living Lab 3: Innovative Cluster Handling Technology Living Lab
The implementation of LL3
Although there have been experiments with a sort of a NMLU (New Modular Loading Unit), no
operational exercise was known at the start of Clusters 2.0 project. Research on smart
logistics indicates that NMLU’s can be very beneficial for the logistic supply chain especially
during modal shift and city distributions.
During the first period of the project, three scenarios were defined in order to be tested, the
scenarios are listed below, namely:
1. Warehouse case (Distribution centre with storage and customization facility), in which
a set of tests was foreseen, specifically:
a. Pallet handling
b. Hood handling
c. NMLU Bottom with Pallets using roller beds mechanism. Moving the NMLU
bottom out of the truck and in the DC by using roller beds
2. Intermodal transport case (use of the developed NMLU subframe for the modal shift),
which included trials on:
a. Horizontal collaboration and an intermodal shift of a 45 container from truck to
train to truck.
3. City distribution case, where it was envisaged to verify:
a. NMLU bottom handling with forklift
b. Pallet on the bottom handling with forklift
Different meeting among the involved partners have taken place to discuss and finalise the
definition of the NMLU first prototype design, showed in the figure below.

NMLU Hood Type 1
NMLU Hood Type 2
Interface Plate
NMLU Pallet
NMLU Bottom

Figure 7 – NMLU (hood-plate-pallet-bottom)
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Table 5 – NMLU first prototype characteristics

Dimensions

Amount

Height
[mm]

Width
[mm]

Depth
[mm]

Weight
[kg]

NMLU Hood Type 1

2

620

1.216

816

28

NMLU Hood Type 2

4

1.208

1.216

816

48

Interface plate

1

25

1220

820

21

NMLU Pallet

5

144

1.216

816

40

NMLU Bottom

1

138

2.452

2.062

465

1.547

2.452

2.062

1.140

Complete Unit

As a result of the tests carried out, a second NMLU prototype was designed and built up.
Compared to the first prototype, the second version included some modifications, in particular:





Footprint of 4 instead of 5-euro pallets: makes it easier to handle with (common) forklifts.
Lighter weight (only NMLU bottom was made).
New design and features: more load securing possibilities and a self-securing shape.
Clusters 2.0 Container with roller beds inside and combined features of curtain-side trailer
and 45ft.

Concerning the last change, Clusters 2.0 Container aimed at collecting and securing the
NMLU in a fast way to be able to go over different conveyance modes. The container, in fact,
had the outer dimensions equal to a 45 ft. container and the same interface to lift and secure
it on trains and trucks. The container body was a standard curtain sider, so NMLU can be
loaded/unloaded from the side by opening the curtain. The bottom of the container was
characterised by a build-in roller bed system allowing for high speed transhipment from the
back of the container.
The testing procedure in the Intermodal transport case faced some deviations and changes
due to the low willingness of the shippers to ship their goods on NMLUs justified by larger
process deviations from their standard process. Consequently, NMLUs were prepared at JDR
premises with dummy cargos. Due to faced barriers and deviations, the testing scope of NMLU
second prototype was then mainly focused on demonstrating most innovative and important
steps from logistic perspective. To this end, according to testing procedure, the specific
operations were tested at different locations:





Logistics operations like palletizing on NMLU, stacking boxes on NMLU, point heavy
load on NMLU and NMLU handling were tested at JDR Warehouse in Roosendaal.
Loading and unloading of NMLUs from the side and the back with forklift was tested at
JDR Warehouse in Roosendaal.
Unloading from the back with roller beds, mix the NMLUs, loading again into 45ft
Container was tested at DHL ground handling facility in Machelen.
Intermodal shift of Container with NMLU loading on the train and unloading the train,
tested at Cabooter Rail terminal in Kaldenkirchen.
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In the baseline scenario, JDR was used to fill complete 45 ft containers with cargo coming
from different customers; then, the containers were transported to Italy by train. The Cargo
with destination Milan was gathered in pickup runs and then brought to the JDR DC in Venlo.
The pickup runs were done with truck trailer combinations after the order placement of JDR
customers who were placing fluctuating orders, often differing from few pallets to complete
container loads. Trailers were then unloaded in Venlo, and the cargo stored in the warehouse.
At the outbound of the DC the containers were filled, by hand or pallet truck. such containers
had to go from DC Venlo to Cabooter on a container chassis. Then, they have to be positioned
on a train towards Italy.
On the other hand, by considering the innovative intermodal use case developed within the
project, the pallets had to be placed on NMLUs by the customers. During the loading phase,
the NMLU slided in and out the trailer automatically using gravity like done in air cargo loading
and unloading. In the framework of testing, it was assumed that customers operational costs
were remaining the same, while the time to fill and prepare a NMLU at the gate was equal to
the time needed to load the pallets in the trailer. A big advantage has then been that the gate
was only used a short time and the driver needed to wait only a short time at the customers
dock.
As shown in the following figure, the main difference between the baseline scenario and the
NMLU case is the skipping of the X-dock and temporary storage activity at DC Venlo, made
possible by using NMLUs and mini roller tracks at the customers, which saved precious time
in the supply chain.

Figure 8 – Comparison of baseline case and NMLU use case
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From Figure 8 it can be noted that there could be a saving of 13 % in loading time for the LSP.
Moreover, the complete process of the NMLU use case described, in steps and timing
gathered from the tests, demonstrates that a great efficiency improvement could be achieved
when picking up the NMLUs in one milk run and directly ship onto the train, skipping all
handling at the warehouse. The total time saving for the LSP would then be equal to 43%.
In conclusion, it can be stated that by comparing the required activities in an intermodal
scenario between current state of play and NMLU use case, the use of NMLUs can bring
significant operational savings on one hand, however main savings appear when cross dock
and temporary storage can be avoided.
Additionally, if considering the actual transhipping speed of an overhaul gantry crane or reach
stacker when the truck is served by the crane, this can be equal to one to max two minutes
for an ISO container. Transhipping a swap body by using the four grapple-arms by crane or
reach stacker takes much more time (minimum 10 minutes). What is interesting and important
to know is what the duration of a run (truck arriving at the entrance gate/ transhipment at
terminal / truck at exit gate) at a public terminal normally is. This because usually it is difficult
to get trustworthy information from the terminals themselves about the average duration of a
terminal handling: “gate in – gate out”. For that reason it has been asked to a local transport
company from the Basel area the duration of total handling and the answer revealed long total
terminal times (i.e. Basel port terminals: 60-120 min, inland terminal: 30 min) due to an
overload of terminals. Hence, even considering a period of 30 minutes as a benchmark for the
“gate in – gate out” time of a public terminal, the Container-Mover hub is still 5 times faster,
and therefore much more efficient in time.

KPIs for LL3
The following table describes the KPIs relevant for LL3, the activities of which have been
divided into the three different use cases (i.e. “Warehouse”, “Intermodal”, “City distribution”).
The specific structure of LL3, which foresaw several use cases to test NMLU in different
logistic operations, required to cluster specific indicators by use case. The description of the
measurement method has then been heterogeneous in line with the different needs of details
in the description of operations focus of the use cases. The scope of measurement of the KPIs
consisted in the NMLU tests to be performed at different places/plants/terminals, as specified
in the tables.
Since some changes in the use case have occurred, additional indicators have been included
to be more comprehensive during the LL assessment. Specifically, the following KPIs have
been added:



LL3-3b – Picking time saved at warehouse – loading unit: stacking of NMLU hood on
NMLU pallet (single stack / double stack).
LL3-6b – Truck loading / unloading time saved at trailer.
•
Loading
sideways
(typical for automotive).

Moreover, some others have been modified, namely:


LL3-7 now is about Intermodal loading unit (ILU) loading/unloading time saved at
warehouse – pallet NML instead of More efficient goods handling stimulating multimodal transport solutions;
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LL3-9 now is dealing with Increased volume-weight utilization of truck instead of
Increased loading capacity of intermodal wagons;
LL3-10 now is about the Intermodal shift time saved at terminal instead of less vehicle
movements in roads connecting terminals.

Finally, the two initial indicators assigned to the “City distribution” use case, which had to be
calculated by making use of the Armines calculation model3, have been replaced by the
following KPI:


LL3-11 – Time saved for Cross-Docking: time of transferring NMLU pallet for city
distribution against baseline (same pallet without NMLU):
o from warehouse to DC
o from DC to shop

3

LL11 – Cost of handling NMLU pallet for city distribution against baseline (same pallet without NMLU):
from plant to warehouse
from DC to shop.
LL12 – Transport cost in city distribution
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Table 6: KPIs for LL3 – Use case “Warehouse”

Impact area

Impact target

Indicator

LL3-1 Handling
time saved at
warehouse –
pallet NMLU

More efficient
goods handling
stimulating multimodal transport
solutions

Baseline
value

Target

Achieved
target

0% in case
of NMLU
pallet
0%

-10%
-80% in
case of
NMLU plate

Measurement method

Percentage of
decrease of handling
time of NMLU, in
warehouse operation.
Time calculated during
JDR test:
 from “first touch of
NMLU Pallet”
 to “forklift
completely released
NMLU Pallet”

30% handling
operational cost
reduction in
cluster terminals
(Euro/Tonne)

LL3-2 Stacking
time saved at
warehouse –
pallet NMLU

0%

-10%

0%

Time to stack NMLU
pallet against the
baseline. Time
calculated during JDR
test:
 from “first touch of
NMLU pallet”
 to “forklift
completely released
NMLU pallet”

LL3-3 Handling
time saved at

200 sec

-10%

-10%

Handling time of NMLU
bottom against the

Clusters 2.0

Notes
By using the NMLU
pallet as a
comparison unit,
then there are no
positive or negative
impact from using
NMLU in
comparison with
current situation with
euro-/UK-pallet.
In case of using
NMLU base plate, it
would means, that
there are 5 pallets
per move, which
means 5 times time
saving in handling
process.
Baseline value: 40
sec
Ex-post value: 40
sec or 82 sec if
including placement
of hoods
The pallet stacking
process remains the
same. If we include
the placement of
hoods in the
process, it will be
longer.
Baseline value: 200
sec
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Impact area

Impact target

Indicator

Baseline
value

Target

Achieved
target

warehouse –
bottom NMLU

LL3-3b Picking
time saved at
warehouse –
loading unit

Improved door-todoor logistics
performance

baseline, in warehouse
operation. Time
calculated during JDR
test:
 from “first touch of
NMLU bottom”
 to “forklift
completely released
NMLU bottom”

0%

-10%

-12,5%

20% decrease
of time required
for terminal
operations and
waiting time in
terminals.

LL3-4 Truck
Loading/unloading
time saved at
warehouse –
pallet NMLU

0%

-10%

-31,7%

20% decrease
of door-to- door
lead-time

LL3-5 Truck
Loading/unloading
time saved at

0%

-10%

-33,3%

Clusters 2.0

Measurement method

Stacking of NMLU hood
on NMLU pallet (single
stack / double stack):
• Lifting the hood if
necessary by an
automatic device ->
Item removal -> Putting
on the hood
Loading/unloading time
of NMLU pallet against
the baseline. Time
calculated during JDR
test:
 from “first touch of
NMLU Pallet”
 to “NMLU standing
at final destination
in truck”
Loading/unloading time
of NMLU bottom
against the baseline.

Notes
Ex-post value: 180
sec
NMLU bottom only
has lay time in
goods-in area and
goods-out area
before palletizing
because it will be
handled
automatically in the
future.
Baseline value: 48
sec
Ex-post value: 42
sec
In the test, this was
simulated with the
forklift truck with the
clamp gripper, since
no automatic device
exists yet.

Baseline value: 60
sec
Ex-post value: 41
sec (loading) and
131 sec (unloading)

Baseline value: 0
sec
Ex-post value:
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Impact area

Baseline
value

Indicator

difference for
delivering the
same unit
(loading unit,
parcel, etc.) by
multimodal
solutions vs. allroad.

warehouse –
bottom NMLU

Time calculated during
JDR test.

LL3-6 Truck
Loading/unloading
time saved at
warehouse –
bottom NMLU with
use of rollerbeds

-10,4%
loading
-9,8%
unloading

Loading/unloading time
of NMLU bottom
through rollerbed,
against the baseline.
Time calculated during
DHL test:
 from “first touch of
NMLU Pallet”
 to “NMLU standing
at final destination
in truck”

-93,3%

Loading / unloading
time of NMLU bottom
through rollerbed,
against the baseline.
Time calculated during
WFS test:
• Loading sideways
(typical for automotive).

LL3-6b Truck
loading /
unloading time
saved at trailer.

Clusters 2.0

0%

0%

Target

Achieved
target

Impact target

-10%

-10%

Measurement method

Notes


1st

proto test: 75
sec loading and
170 sec
unloading
 2nd test: 84 sec
loading and 93
sec unloading
Baseline value: 67
sec loading and 61
sec unloading
Ex-post value:
 1st proto test: 60
sec loading and
55 sec unloading
 2nd test: 81 sec
loading and 86
sec unloading
Process time
increased because
of more difficult
handling of smaller
footprint NMLU
second test on
rollerbed.
Baseline value: in
Transfomer project
estimated average
unloading time of 33
pallets is 25 minutes
so 45 sec per pallet.
Ex-post value:
unloading time of 8
NMLU is 100
seconds this is 3
seconds per pallet.
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Table 7: KPIs for LL3 – Use case “Intermodal”

Impact area

Impact target

20% decrease
of time required
for terminal
operations and
waiting time in
terminals

Improved door-todoor logistics
performance

20% decrease
of End-to-End
logistic costs
20% decrease
of door-to-door
lead time
difference for
delivering the
same unit
(loading unit,
parcel, etc.) by
multimodal
solutions vs. allroad.

Indicator

Baseline
value

Achieved
target

Target

LL3-7 Bundling
time saved at
Consolidation
Center for
intermodal
transportation –
NMLU bottom.
Target: less than
2000 sec

0 sec

< 2’000 sec

1st test:
1’410 sec
2nd test:
1’722 sec

LL3-8 Increased
loading capacity
of truck
Target: +10%

0%

+10%

+13% ÷
+38%

LL3-9 Increased
volume-weight
utilization of
truck

0%

+10%

+13% ÷
+38%

Clusters 2.0

Measurement
method

Notes

1st test: this was a
part of the first test
but only with one
Consolidation /
NMLU (Extrapolation
bundling time with
to FTL of 6x
NMLU bottom during
Unloading, 6x single
CC /CX processes
semi-automated
against the baseline.
handling, 6x Loading)
Time calculated
2nd test: Extrapolation
during JDR test:
to FTL reference
• from goods-in
based on single
processes of FTL
process
• to goods-out process
measurements (6x
for FTL
Unloading, 6x semiautomated handling,
6x loading)
Baseline value: 33
pallets
Capacity (volume
Ex-post value:
occupation factor) of
Calculations
trucks loaded with
presented at Ehlig
MODULUSCHA Boxes and Grand
vs. NMLU for the same Assemblies showed
intermodal relation
that depending on
operated by
density of products
Innovatrain.
improvements can be
made varying form
+13% up to +38%
Increased capacity
When using modal
(volume & weight
units and intermodal
occupation factor) of
transshipment, 4 ton
trucks loaded with
extra weight is
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Impact area

Less congestion,
energy, emissions,
carbon footprint,
noise and land-use

Impact target

Indicator

LL3-10
Intermodal shift
time saved at
terminal

Clusters 2.0

Baseline
value

0%

Target

-10%

Achieved
target

+55,5%

Measurement
method
NMLU.

Time for horizontal
shift of NMLU
container for truck<>train

Notes
allowed on the roads,
this compensates the
extra weight the
NMLU brings into the
system. In mixed
pallet logistics the
average weight of
cargo in trailers is
below 16 ton so then
weight is no issue.
Utilization of volume
effective can be
achieved by using the
modular units such as
NMLU as shown in
LL3-8
Baseline value: 174
sec
Intermodal shift Truck
<-> Train with
reachstacker
(common process)
Ex-post value: 270
sec
Transshipment part at
the wagon
Note: horizontal shift
system has big
"qualitative"
advantage, that you
can skip container
terminal and do
intermodal shift
"everywhere"
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Table 8: KPIs for LL3 – Use case “City distribution”

Impact area

More efficient goods
handling stimulating
multi-modal
transport solutions

Impact target

Indicator

LL3-11 Time
saved for CrossDocking.

Baseline
value

0%

Target

-10%

Ex-post
value

-36,2%
-73,3%

Measurement
method
Time of transferring
NMLU pallet for city
distribution against
baseline (same pallet
without NMLU):
• from warehouse to
DC
• from DC to shop

Clusters 2.0

Notes
Baseline value: 300
sec ÷ 600 sec
Ex-post value:
 1st test: 287 sec
 2nd test: 120 sec
Semi-automated
mixing of at least two
NMLUs on roller beds
Note: process time is
determined by
rollerbed system.
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Process evaluation: insights from LL3
The LL3 was dealing with an innovative handling technology that could potentially have
significant impacts on daily routines of the actors involved along the supply chain. This has
become evident when it has been faced a clear resistance of the industry sector to the
introduction of an extra loading unit between pallet-size and container/truck-size. Moreover, a
critical aspect came out to be also the need of managing a pool of NMLUs among different
industry partners.
On the other side, it has been noted the relevance that maximizing bundling and product
mixing (weight/volume ratio) could represent in bringing new opportunities together with
increased load factors. Additionally, NMLUs could induce a more effective transhipment of
trucks, in terms of shorter loading times at loading bays, and more efficient crossdocking of
part-loads and FTLs at intermodal hubs.
Additionally, from a sustainability viewpoint, NMLU could prevent the use of plastic as it is
made of sustainable materials (i.e. metal and wood) and could work appropriately in the
context of a returnable packaging system.
It can be concluded that the benefits of using the new technology have to be clearly explained
to the involved actors, as there is clear resistance in the industry to the introduction of a new
loading unit. Then, considering the necessity to manage a pool of NMLUs among industry
partners, a huge initial investment for building NMLUs, management resources and supporting
IT tools are mandatory.
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6 A final horizontal analysis
From the previous chapter it can be derived that, even if they encountered some changes and
adjustments during the project lifetime, all LLs have mostly achieved the set targets. As shown
in the figures below, LL1 satisfied the 60% of the total targets defined at the beginning of the
project, LL2 reached even the 91% of fixed goals, while LL3 got a percentage of 85%.

LL1
20%
40%

10%

30%
Not achieved

Substantially achieved

Achieved in full

Exceeded

Figure 9 – LL1 targets achievement

LL2
9%
27%

36%

27%

Not achieved

Substantially achieved

Achieved in full

Exceeded

Figure 10 – LL2 targets achievement
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LL3
15%

23%

62%

Not achieved

Substantially achieved

Achieved in full

Exceeded

Figure 11 – LL3 targets achievements

As described in the DoA and in D6.1, whilst the valuation of KPIs within LL activities has been
considered the vertical dimension of the impact assessment, in a second evaluation step the
focus needs to be put on Clusters 2.0 innovation challenges through a horizontal assessment.
As far as the evaluation framework is concerned, KPIs had to enable the assessment of impact
against the common challenges, through impact indicators derived from the performance
assessment.

HORIZONTAL ASSESSMENT

Innovative Cluster Handling
Technology

Symbiotic Network of Logistic
Clusters

STRATEGIC ASSESSMENT

Proximity Terminal Network &
Cluster Community system

LIVING LABS KPIS

CHALLENGES

Need for well-coordinated Terminals and Hubs

Need of freight consolidation and bundling increases
Overcome barriers preventing the extended use of
multi-modal transport solutions
Cover the existing gap between standard transport
units
Increase management capacity of terminals and
hubs

VERTICAL ASSESSMENT
Figure 12 – Clusters 2.0 three evaluation levels

The process followed to identify performance and impact indicators led to the definition of 34
KPIs, which also facilitated the horizontal assessment of the achievement of the five
challenges envisaged by the project. The following table recalls the evaluation structure of
Figure 12 and clusters KPIs by LL and the five challenges addressed. KPIs have been
identified here by their code as assigned in the previous tables (i.e. Table 1, Table 4, Table 6,
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Table 7 and Table 8). It is worth noting that, although some indicators may pertain to more
than one challenge, a unique KPI-challenge correspondence has been assigned.
Table 9: Assignment of KPIs (codes) to Clusters 2.0 horizontal challenges

Challenges
Need for well coordinated terminals
and hubs
Need of freight consolidation and
bundling increase
Overcome barriers preventing the use
of multimodal solutions
Cover the existing gaps between
standard transport units
Increase management capacity of
terminals and hubs

LL1

LL2

LL3

1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 12

11

5, 6

7, 8, 9, 10

11
1, 2, 8, 10

4, 5, 6, 6b
3, 4, 5, 6, 7

10,11

1, 2, 3, 3b

The table demonstrates a rather good coverage of the challenges addressed in Clusters 2.0
by means of the 34 indicators identified. Although some challenges resulted to be more
peculiar for a single LL (e.g. “Need for well coordinated terminals and hubs” for LL1 and “Cover
the existing gaps between standard transport units” for LL3), the KPIs identified to assess the
impact of the use cases within LLs covered different challenges so facilitating a horizontal
appraisal.
In particular, it may be concluded that the different project challenges have been tackled in a
positive way by all three LLs. In particular, concerning the need for well coordinate terminals
and hubs, thanks to a cluster community system (LL1), connectivity and visibility of intermodal
services in place have been improved. As a result, only 1% of unexpected delays in the rail
connection Bologna-Piacenza has been registered. Moreover, since the connection
considered is part of an international route (Italy-Belgium-UK/Ireland) in a longer timeframe
the objective is to influence also the upstream delays.
Secondly, all LLs have contribute to the need of freight consolidation and bundling increase
by also fostering an improvement of door-to-door logistics performance. In particular,
collaboration and community building among clusters have been increased thanks to the
success gained by massification workshops. Additionally, a more efficient goods handling so
stimulating multi-modal transport solutions has been achieved thanks to a significant
optimization of time for pallet transfer (-73,3% time saved for cross-docking).
With the aim to overcome barriers preventing the use of multimodal solutions the visibility on
existing transport flows has been improved by involving shippers and other stakeholders in
the test of the Quick Check Tool. Furthermore, intermodal shift potential resulted to exist for
different lanes and corridors (e.g. 60% of potential intermodal shift identified during the XIntermodal tests on 4 national and international lanes). Finally, outcomes such as the bundling
time saved at Consolidation Center for intermodal transportation and the horizontal shift
system allowing doing intermodal “everywhere” demonstrated the Clusters 2.0 contribution to
increase multimodal solutions implementation.
If considering the challenge to cover the existing gaps between standard transport units the
NMLU concept has shown significant results in terms of reducing time required for terminal
operations and waiting time in terminals (more than 30% of time saved in truck
Loading/unloading at warehouse by using either pallet NMLU or bottom NMLU).
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Finally, an increase management capacity of terminals and hubs has been possible thanks to
the implementation of the Slot Booking App through which the efficiency performance of
ground handler has increased (52 min vs. more than 1 hour) while the waiting time of freight
forwarders decreased (-45 min). At the same time, a more efficient goods handling has been
demonstrated thanks to the introduction of the NMLU, which allowed for a significant decrease
in handling time at the warehouse (-80% NMLU plate) and picking time for unit loading (12,5%).
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